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I. INTRODUCTION 
The turkey induatry in recent year• has undergone etrikinq 
changes. There has been wide spread adoption of new technoloqy 
at the lavela of production, prooeeeinq, distribution and 
merchandising. The use of new technology allows the producers, 
proceaeora, and retailers to take advantage of oubstantial 
economiee of scale. 
Besides the greater use of nev tecbnoloqy the entire 
production and marketing pattern ha• been changing. There 
has been a relocation of various phases of t he industry auch 
aa a migration of processing plante from the cities to the 
country and tho concentration of production in apecif io 9eo-
9raphical areas. There has been an increase in the size and a 
simultaneous decrease in number of production and marketing 
firms . There has been a gradual elimination of eome formerly 
important market inatitutiona such as assemblers of livo 
poultry and brokers, and the development of new markets and 
marketing channels. There has also been significant changes 
in the type and degree of interdependence between producera, 
marketing firms, and suppliers of feed and poulte. 
The interdependence of producers with input suppliers 
and marketing firms is exemplified by Gallimore (4, page IV) 
when he aaid, •tt is estimated that in 1961-62, 60 to 70 
percent of the turkeys produced wore grown undor some type of 
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arrangement between growers and other firms, or were pro-
duced by firms owning both qrowing and other facilities.'' 
Interdependence exists among all firms from the grower to the 
retail level and it is increasing. 
A significant shift has taken place in the &ocation of the 
turkey processing plants from the cities into the areas of pro-
duction. In recent years the costs per pound mile to distrib-
ute processed turkey have become lower than the costs per 
pound mile to assembly an equivalent amount of live weight. 
The relatively lower distribution costs of recent years are 
a reault of better transportation, refrigeration, and packaging. 
Also, lower distribution costs are reflected in direct market-
ing channels from the large country processors to the large 
grocery chains and other large retail outlets and the emphasis 
on mass marketing . Better methods of assembling live poultry 
have been devised such as loading machines , large processor 
owned trucks, better coordinated pick up schedules. Also the 
proximity of large scale producers to plants lowers assembly 
costs considerably . 
These changes in marketing practices - the large scale 
specialization of production, the large scale country processing 
plants, the large retail outlets - have created a degree of 
interdependence in the industry from the retailers to the 
producers that was unknown before such developments. For 
example, growth of large grocery chains and other large re-
3 
tail outlets and their mass procurement and distribution poli-
cies emphasizes the need for uniform quality standards, 
steady market flows and specification buying. These changes 
at the retail level induce changes at the other levels which 
are felt all the way back to the producer. 
Turkey production has approximately tripled from 1946 to 
1964, but the increase has moved into oonsumption at markedly 
lower prices as seen in Figure 1. It was indicated in ~qri­
cultural Statistics (21 ) that the per capita consumption of 
turkey has increased from s.o lbs. in 1955 to 7.4 pounds per 
person in 19651 • Instead of being considered a feative meat 
for consumption only at Thanks9ivin9 and Christmas, turkey ia 
being consumed during the rest of the year in competition with 
other meats. Thia has occurred because the prioe is favorable 
in relation to that of other meats, the development of satis-
factory fryer-roaster strains and breeds, and because of less 
seasonality in production. 
Turkey production is concentrating on a small number of 
farms . Although nearly 42,000 f arms reported raising turkeys 
in 1964, 87 percent of the total turkey output was raised on 
3,402 co1Dmercial poultry farma. Almost more than 94 percent 
of total output was on 4,531 commercial poultry farms raiaing 
5,000 or more turkeya. The number of farms raising turkeys 
declined more than SO percent from 1959 to 1964, but the 
1Preliminary data. 
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Figure 1. The production and prices of turkeys in 
the United States from 1946 to 1964 
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average number of Lirds raised per farm reporting was nearly 
three times as great . Larger lots of birds , plus more uni-
formity in size and quality of birds, has contributed to 
reduced assembly and processing costs. 
Turkey production i s concentrating in s pecific geo-
graphical areas where producers a pparently enjoy a co~parative 
advantage over othe r types of farrnin9. The trend toward large 
commercial flocks is even more pronounced in these areas of 
heavy production t han in the U. S. gener a lly . Figure 2 indi-
cates the distribution of production in the u. s . as of 1959 
where each dot represents 50,000 head of turkey . It is 
expected that production has become more concentra ted in 
specified areas from 1959 to the pr esent. 
The three state area of Iowa , Minneeota, and Wisconsin 
upon whioh th~s study focuses, is one such area of concentra-
ted production. This three state area will hereafter be 
referred in this study to as Miniowisc. All the states border-
ing t-1iniowisc have relatively light production except Missouri. 
Hissouri produced only 3.7 million head in l 95fJ compared to 
12 . 4 , 8 . 2 , and 4 . 3 for Minnesota, Iowa , and 'rl isconsin. 
Missouri nearly doubled its annual production between 1959 and 
1964 by producing 6 . 9 million head in 1 96 4 as indicated in the 
Census of ~griculture (24 ). Indications are that it is con-
tinuing to increase its production fro~ l9 G4 on. 
The bulk of ~~ssouri's production takes place in the 
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southern halt of the state and this production i• part of 
another concentrated area vhich covers southwe•tern Missouri 
and northwestern Arkan•as. Thero i• a band of liqht pro-
duction in northern Miseouri and aouthern Iowa which •eparatea 
Miniowisc from the concentrated area of production jU8t to 
the south. 
The production by state for the north central region in 
1964 ia given in Table 1 as taken from the Cenau• ot Agri-
culture (24). The 28.6 million turkeys produced in Minio-
wi•c was 56• of the regional production and 2FJ• of the 
national production. A.a indicated in the table, all the 
states aurrounding Miniowisc have light production except 
Missouri. 
This atudy is a continuation of a •tudy done by Peteraen 
(10). Petersen had the tollowinq four objectives in mind 
while studying in tho Iowa turkey induatry r 
l) determine present production den•ity pattern• for 
turkeys in procurement areas of turkey processing 
plants. 
2) determine procurement coata for different cla•••• ot 
proceaainq operations at various levels of production 
denaity. 
3) determine alternative• to pre•ent procurement pattern• 
that would reduce in- plant production cost• as well as 
procurement coats. 
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Table l . Turkey production in the North Central states in 
1964 
Minnesota 
Iowa 
Wisconsin 
Miaaouri 
Indiana 
Ohio 
Michigan 
Illinois 
Nobraska 
tlorth Dakota 
South Dakota 
JC an••• 
Subtotal 
Total 
14,549,197 
8,297,234 
5,728,918 
2'e,s7s,J49 
6,856,028 
4,821,459 
3,865,684 
1,383,523 
1,347 , 630 
l,172,811 
1,102,768 
934,015 
805 , 687 
~864,954 
4) develop a more nearly optimum pattern of plant 
location in light of present and posaiblo future 
production patterns. 
Questionnaires wore developed and sent out to producers 
and processors in the State of Iowa in 1961. Baaed on the 
information in the questionnaires and intorcatlon gathered 
while visiting 9 out of the 13 plants then processing turkeys 
in Iowa, Petersen had the following findings : 
l) location of turkey procesainq facilities at favorable 
locations could reduce average per pound processing 
costs. 
2) a more optim\Dll procurement pattern would reduce 
a99re9ate procurement costs. 
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3) aix exiatinq Io~a turkey procesainq plants havo the 
potential capacity (with minor changes in sharp 
freeming facilities) to process all of the turkeys 
presently grown in Iowa. 
4) atoraqe, water, sewa9e, and labor facilities are not 
limiting factors in Iowa turkey prooeaainq plants. 
5) a more optimum procurement pattern would reduce 
fa.rm to plant ahrink of turkeys. 
6) procurement coats appear to rise with the increase in 
procurement area and the lower produ~tion density . 
7) slaughter and pick-up schedule• could be more closely 
meshed with shorter procurement distances, thus re-
ducing waiting time at the plant. 
Tho present study was extended from Iowa to the three 
state area for several reasons. First Minoiwiac is an im-
portant concentrated area of production raising 28t of the 
total national production in 1964 baaed on 101 million turkeys 
reported in Agricultural Statistics (21). It wa• felt that 
the results of tho analysis in terms of plant numbers and 
location• would have more moaning on the larger area. The 
two problems of cross-hauling and border ef teeta are elim-
inated wnen the study i• extended from Iowa to the three 
state area because Miniowiac repreeenta a self-contained area 
of production. Those two problems would bias the results of 
thia type of analysis of Iowa but disappear when studying 
10 
Miniowisc. Poterson (10) found that approximately 30' of 
the turkeys produced in Iowa arc processed out of state 
vbile approximately 20t of the turkeya processed in Iowa 
are purchased out of state which indicates tho extent of 
croaa-haulinq over Iowa'• border. 
Analogous to the cross-haulinq problem is the border 
effocta problem diacuased by Warraek (25). A border effect 
is a bias against includin9 plants in the solution that 
exists near the borders of tbe area bcin9 atudied. Both of 
the probloms mentioned would have biased the reaults of a 
study of Iowa unlees they somehow could have been compenaated 
for. 
The producers and processors of Hiniovisc and the rest 
ot the north central region are facing intonaified competition 
from other devoloping turkey producing areas. In order to 
maintain or increase its relative aompetitive position, the 
turkey industry of Miniowisc will need ~e alert to the 
existing chanqes and those which are likely to come in years 
ahead. 
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II. DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES 
The coznpetitive position of tbe north central region baa 
been strong as evidenced by Table 2. During the tivo years 
of 1930 - 34 the north central region production averaged 
33.9' ot the total United States production. It has 
steadily increaaed its proportion of u.s. production since 
then. In 1964 it produced 49\ of the u.s. total production. 
Turkey grovers and related bueinesaea (hatcheries, processors , 
and handlers) are asking que~tions about how they can best 
adjust to the changes that are takin9 place in the industry 
by adopting new technoloqiea and organizational arranqements 
to ~aintain or expand thair buaineas. Only if the proper 
adjustments are made will the north central region retain 
its present strong competit ive position. 
Miniowise is a large contributor to the production of 
the north central reqion - it produced 56\ of the reqion ' e 
production in 1964 . The or9anitational efficiency and rate 
of adoption of new technoloqy in Miniowiac has a large in-
fluence on the regional performance. What will be the impact 
of larger commercial flocks, larger capacity hatcheries and 
procosain9 plants, mass procure~ent and distribution procedures 
on the small owners, the •mall procoasors and hatchery, the 
•mall independent retailer of tur~eya? Should the 8111all flock 
owner phase hi~self out? Will production be intensifie~ 
around the larqer processors? tthere should new processin9 
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Table 2. Percentage of total production of o.s. in each 
reqion in different periods 
1930-344 1954-ss• l964b --
North Central 33.9 41 . 4 49 
North Atlantic •.7 6 . 2 3 
South Atlantic 9.2 13.5 13 
South Central 28.3 10.7 12 
Western 23.9 28.2 23 
8 •commercial poultry slaughter plants in tho u.s., 
n\U!lber, size, location, output.• USDA. Marketing Economics 
Research Division. AMS-379. April 1960. 
b•contractinq and other interrating arrangements in the 
turkey industry.• USDA . Economic Research Service. MRR-734 . 
November 1965. 
plants locate? Capital commitments aro groat tor these 
installations and location decisions are crucial. 
These are but a few of the questions confronting people 
in the turkey industry. An attempt will not be mado to 
answer all of them . P0torsen'a study indicated that the 
avoraqe per pound procesoin9 costs can be reduced by locating 
tho plants at favorable locations and ho also found that a 
more optimwn procurement pattern would reduce aggregate 
procurement costa. Basod on theso findings the focus of 
this study will be to determine the configuration of proces-
sing plant that are optimum in the sense of minimizing the 
total coats of assembling and proce•sin9 the turkeys of 
Miniowisc. 
13 
The objectives of this study are to find tho optimum 
number of processing plants for Miniowisc, the size in terms 
of number of pounda processed per year, and tbe location 
of each of the plants. 
14 
III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Only literature concorning the assembly of turkeys or 
poultry in general, the proc asing of turkeys, or application 
of the Stollsteimer model are reviewed here. Some studies 
of other aspects ot the turkoy industry auch as pricing, 
integration and interr qional competition, or studies in-
directly related to this one are listed in the bibliography. 
One study by ltorteosen and two by 09ere and Rinear will 
be reviewed in the processin9 cost section. The study by 
Petersen plus two stu~ies concerning tho assembly of poultry 
in New England will be reviewed in the assombly cost section. 
Five previous applications of the Stollsteimer model are 
diecusaed in the optimum number, size, and location section . 
A. Procossin9 Coots 
Roqers aud Rinear presented two reports on turkey 
processing plants as part of a broad research program con-
ducted by the Econonio Reaearch Service to improve t he market-
ing of poultry and eggs. Th tirat study (15) presented some 
preliminary results from a aurvoy of more than 25 turkey 
processing plants of varioue sizes and types. The second 
report (l•) examined--with more standardized accounting 
procedures--the potential economies of scale in turkey 
processing. One objective of these two studies is to provide 
15 
to plant managers scienti!ioally developed guidelines which 
could help them increase their efficiency. 
During late 1960 and early 1961 researchers for the 
first study visited more than 25 commercial turkey processing 
plants ranging in capacity from less than 200 heavy young 
hens per hour to more than 2,000 per hour in Minnesota, 
Hisconsin, Kansas, California , Utah, Colorado , and Virginia . 
Preliminary results of t he cost of processing tu~keys into 
frozen ready-to-coo~ form showed costs for small plants to 
be about 6.6 cents per pound and costs declined to a out 5.4 
cents per pound in larger plants. However, coats may rise 
aqain in tho largest plants. The major items whose costs 
per unit declined were utilities, ice, freezing, storage, 
and overhead. Thoy found that proceasing plants needed to 
be 1.arqe enough to process the orop when it i• marketed 
generally from July to January -- but much of their capacity 
is unused the rest of the year . On an annu l basis, almost 
half the plants studied operated at less than 30 percent 
of potential capacity and almost 85 percent of them at leas 
than 50 percent of capacity. These plants could reduce their 
costs by operating at capacity tho year round. 
Thay round variations in costs to exist between different 
market classes. The lowest eost per pound wore found to 
exist &n plants processing 9ood-quality heavy young hens and 
toms, and higher costs in plants processing breeders and 
16 
fryer-roasters . 
Tho study rcvoaled several areas where plant mana9ers 
could reduce costs. They were1 a fuller utilization ot 
plant capacity, emphasis on processing particular market 
classes, substitution of equipment and facilities for labor, 
good organization of the working force, and proper selection 
and assignment of supervisory and office personnel. 
In the second study by ~ogers and Rinear (14) the result• 
of the firut atudy w re examined in more detail and the 
potential economies of scale in turkey processing were pro-
jected usin9 synthetic models with standardized practices 
and factor coat rates for 10 plant sizes. These plant sizes 
ranged from 3 to GS million pounds per year . The costs of 
these 10 plant and four market classes were used to obtain 
the individual processing cost curve used in the present 
study. 
By studying synthetic model plants, Rogors and Rinear 
found substantial economies of scale to exist in turkey 
processing . When proce••inq heavy young hens we!qhinq 13 
pounds ready-to-cook and operating at 100 percent of capacity 
for 144 days per year, coats declined from 6.9 cents per 
pound at 200 head por hour to 4.5 cents per pound at 4,000 
head per hour . The range of 200 to 4,000 head per hour is 
equival nt to 3 to 65 million pounds per year. More than 
half the savings of 2.3 cents per pound resulted aa the 
17 
plant size increased from 200 to 800 head per hour and more . 
Three-fourths of the savings were obtained with a plant 
having a capacity of 1,500 head per hour. 
Similar results were obtained for heavy young toms. The 
potential cost savings from the smallest to the largest 
model plant was almost 1.9 cents per pound1 that is, costs 
declined from 5. 7 cents per pound at 150 head per hour to 3.8 
cents at 3 1 000 head per hour. The toms were assumed to weigh 
22 pounds ready-to-cook. The costs for breeders at 16 pounds 
ready- to- cook declined from 7.8 cents to 5.0 cents when going 
from the smallest to the largest and costs for fryer-roasters 
at 7 pounds ready-to-cook went from 8.6 to 5.5 cents per pound 
from smallest to largest plant size. 
Rogers and Rinear found that average total costs per 
pound are substantially affected by the rate of capacity 
that the plant operates Wlder. Without exception the costs 
per pound of output are lower for each class as the rate of 
use of capacity is increased. The lowest costs in each 
class are achieved at 100 porcent of capacity . 
At 100\ of capacity the costs per pound for all four 
market classes decline with an increase in plant size through 
the whole range. Therefore, a larger plant is always more 
efficient in this range than a smaller no matter which class 
is being considered . A cost curve was derived using a weighted 
average of the four market classes based on the percentages 
18 
of each class slaughtered in 1960. ·rhe derived curve de-
clinetl 2 . 2 cents per pound from smallest plant size to the 
l .argest. 
w. P . 1ortonson (S) did a study designed to point out 
some r ecent changes and the present status in turkey pro-
cessing and marketing , and to analyze the important econanic 
aspects of asse~bly processin9, and marketing turkeys . He 
baaed the study on a ::ua.mplo of 67 processing plants in ll 
north central states. They ranged in size from less than 
ono half million pounds to more than 15 mi llion pounds of 
turkey processed in 1957. 
Some of his findin90 ares nine-tenths of the turkey 
flocks were purchased by processors directly from producer s , 
integrators (usually feed suppliers) are assuming more and mor e 
the job of selling birds under grower contracts, and two-
thirds of tho turkey3 were hauled from the growers in trucks 
owned by processors . Yields in processing were somewhat 
higher for rnature bir ds than for fryer-broilers. Processing 
planta were limited more by t he capacity of quick freezing 
facilities than by any other single factor. Soi.ne 93\ of all 
heavy breed turkeys and 88% of all turkey fryers were sold 
by processors in frozen form. !lationa l footl chains comprise 
almost half the market outlets for t.~e larger processing 
plants . With lir.dted changes and plant additionG the proces-
sing plants in the 13 north central states could increase t heir 
19 
present output by some 75 nillion pounds or four million 
turkeys per year , with no change in number of hours of 
operation per y~ar . This assumes that the f roezing capacity 
and/or certain other bottlene cks in facilities could be in-
creased so that all tho facilities in t he plant were operatinq 
at or near optimuro. c apacity . 
Another way that annual output fron tho processing 
plants could ba incroasod would bG to operate more days per 
year. Mortonson calculated that if all tho plants in his 
atudy operated 150 days per year the overall annual output 
would ha increased 12.57\. tiortenson (3) goes on to say, 
•1t appears obvious t hat, if certain bottlenecks of the 
existinCJ plants wore eliminated to inoreaoe the hourly 
capacity, and tho plants otretched their operations over a 
longer season , the present processing plants and fncilities 
would be adequate to hand l the increase in turkey produc-
tion that eight be expected during the next several years. " 
B. Assembly Costs 
Petersen (10) estimated that for six plants out of 
thirteen existing in Iowa in 1961 only 42 percent of their 
capacity was used in t he aggregate on an annual basis. Al l 
six of these planto operated seven or more months per year. 
Unavailability of birds to process was t he primary reason 
given by processors for not oporatinq on a 12 month basis . 
20 
Over 4 percent of the birds processed by the e ni x plants 
wero pr occsCJed from June through Ooccr:tber. Petersen states 
that on t he basis of tho cotinatcd potential capacity of 
thooo planto , they have t he c~pacity to process all of the 
nearly a million birds grown in I owa (in 1964 there were B. 3 
nillion). 
Pater sen {10) found tho following infortnation pertinent 
to assembl y costsa shrink , truck coats, capacity of trucks , 
pick-up schedules , competition lmlOng processors for turkeys . 
':'hirty- seven percent of th~ produccr:J con1plete and r eturned 
tho questionnaire nnd 9 of the 13 proc~ssin9 pl ants responded. 
rrom O to 80 mi l es shri nk seemed to avera9Cl less than 
1 for a l l classes of turkeys and all assembling conditions 
such as weather and time of d y . ror distances greater than 
100 o iles shrinkage became an appreciable factor . Data on 
truck costs ~ere gi n for two situations , a processi ng 
p lant wi th 1 rgo rrocurcll'ent area anr. low density of b irds 
per rnile, and th other with a smaller procurement area and 
hiqher density of birds per mile. The truck coats in t he 
first instance average 35 . 4 cent per milo and 46 . 5 cents 
i n tho second c se. The nino rospondent plant~ had a t otal 
of 37 t rucks hetween them t c uoo for procurement . Truck 
c apacities r nged frorn 576 to 1 ,7 60 mature hens . The mode 
was 1 ,760 , tho median 840 , and t e roan 983. The livo 
weight of l,7GO mature hens. figures out to 26 , 224 pounds 
21 
live weight at 14.9 pounds per hen. The competition among 
processors was me~sured by Petersen on a county basis . On 
the basis of a map indioatin9 by county how many processors 
purchased turkeys in all or part of the county, one can 
determine that competition is qenerally quite strong. 
Some counties had as many as seven competitors ~hile only 
three counties had no apparent competitors and twelve had 
only one. 
Two studies from Uew Hampshire arc concernod with assembly 
costs from the point of view of a single firm. For the 
prcaont thesis, however, the total assembly cost function 
represents the costo of assembling turkeys in a spatial 
area given J number of plants. The value of the function is 
expected to decrease as the nUMber of plants increaso. 
Nevertheless these two studies servo to illuminate some of 
the proporttos of assembly cost functions. 
In a New England study of 75 aasembl rs of live poultry 
by Rogers and Bardwell (12) the emphasis was on density coat 
r e lationships . The unit costs of assembly ~eclined from 0.90 
cents per pound to 0 . 47 cents per pound when the amount to 
be assembled increased from l million to 50 million pounds 
at a constant density of 100 pounds p~r mile. At a higher 
density of 1,000 pounds per ile the unit cost of assembly 
declined from 0 . 60 cents per pound to 0.35 cents per pound 
when the ~unt to be assembled rose from 1 to 50 million 
22 
pounds. Cost savings available from increased volume and 
density of the supply area would enable assemblers to offer 
incentives to ma.ximize the size of nearby farm units. 
The competitive advantage of larqe firms cGn be further 
increased by combining the assembly and processing functions 
under one management to effect cost savings. Since coots 
ot assembly are small relative to processinq costs, largor 
firms can in the short run profitably incroase tho sizo of 
their supply areas to secure additional volume. liowover in 
the long run, efforts to reduce assembly costs by decreasing 
the size of the supply area and increasinq its density will 
moat enhance the competitive position of the firm. 
Henry and Burbee (5) analyzed the effects of firm 
size , density, and transport distance on assembly costs. 
Density had a marked effect on assembly costs . For a parti-
cular firm costs fell from 1.26 cents per pound at the 1,000 
pound per square mile level to 0 . 56 cents at the 25,000 pound 
per mile level and the chango in density caused greater 
absolute and percentage changes in assel!tbly costs for larger 
firm.a than for small firms . 
Assembly costs increased with hauling dist3nce. At the 
S, 000 pound per square mile denoity level, assembly costs 
increased a l most o.30 cents per pound with an increase of 
distance from 20 to 80 miles. As firm nize increased from 
4 .15 milliPn pounds per year to 69.16 million pounds, assembly 
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costs wont frOr.'l 0 . 6~ cants por pound live weight to 0.92 cents 
per pound at tho 5 , 000 pound per square milo donsity level. 
For leas denne areas na crnbly costa rise n1ore rapidly with 
tirm size . 
c. OptimWI\ Numbor, Siz and Location 
The opti u:n nuro.bcr , a i za nn~ location of processing 
p l ants for a patial area can be dot orminod by 5olving the 
Stollatcbner modal . J\ltllough it is an effici ent method of 
ana lysis , t he Stolletei r model hae h d only a limited 
number of applications to my knovladgo . Stollstoimor (lB) 
originally developed it with r_feronco to study of pear 
aso mbly and prc·c nsing in California, ·~t14in .an<! Ki ng (7) 
analyzed the sw ct otato industry of er.otcrn North Carolina, 
Pooler nd King (9) located eqg grnding and packing plnnt 
in North Carolin , Sanders ( 16 ) studiod the c9g m.: rkoting 
orguniz tion in Iown , Polopolus (11) exte nded tho oJ el to 
~ultipl product proceasinJ pl nts of vegetables in Louisiana , 
and Warrack (25) stuuied tho feed manufacturing i naustry of 
Iow • 
a far as is known War rack ' s application was t."to fir t 
ono to involv more th'1Il t o plants in any one optim~~ aolution. 
Warrack develo1 .d two methods !or nolvin;J th" model which he 
dubbe6 the iterative and tha combinations mothods . Ha 
oLtainod the srune number of plo.nt s in two opt imum colutlons 
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using the two methods. The optimum number of plants for the 
single shift solution was 2Sr it was 29 plants for the multi-
shift solution . Both methods lead to suboptimum solutions 
in the sense that the optimwn solution for each method is 
not the true solution attainable given t he definition of 
the model . The true solution will never be calculatea for 
Warrack's problem because prohibitive cost of calculating 
40c25 or 40c29 • 40c25 is defined as the number of oombina-
t1ons of 40 things taken 25 at a time and in facb<lrial 
401 notation would be 251 (40_2S)l • Warrack estimated it would 
take 10,000 hours or more of computer tirr~ to c alculate 
either of the two optimum solutions . The two suboptimum 
solutions are probably close to the true optimums. 
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IV. THE MODEL 
The model used in this study was developed by Stoll-
steimer (18) while at the University of California. The model 
permits the determination of the number, size, and location 
of processing plants which, given certain restrictions, 
minimize the total cost of assernblin9 and processing any 
given total quantity of raw material produced at scattered 
points in differing amounts. 
First , I raw material sitos or supply nodos are givon; 
oach of the ith supply nodes produce x1 units of a ~aterial. 
Next L processing plant sites are defined from which a subset 
J of the L plants can ho selected to process all the raw 
material. The problem is to determine the number, size, and 
location of processing plants that minimize the total cost 
of aasemblinq and processing the given total quantity of 
raw material in the area. The total cost function stated 
algebraically is: 
J I J TC 
(J,r..... >• E Pj xj I Lk + t t xij c 1 j I ~ -k j•l i•l jQl (1) 
with respect to plant numbers (J~L) and locational pattern Lk. 
For a given value of J, Lk takes on (~) va lues where (~) means 
the number of combinations of L plants taken J at a ti~e . 
The objective is to minimize the total cost function . 
This will give the optimum number of plants and their 
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locations. The sizes of each of the plants in the optimum 
solution are calculated from their processing cost functions. 
The following definitions will further explain the model: 
TC • the total cost of processing and assembling the raw 
material 
Pj •unit processing costs in plant j (j•l, ••• ,J~L) 
located at Lj 
Xij • quantity of raw material shipped from supply node i 
to plant j located at Lj 
Cij • unit cost of shipping material froin supply node i 
to plant j located with respect to Lj 
1x • one locational pattern for J plants among the <i> 
possible combinations of locations for J plants 
given L possible locations 
Lj • a specific location for an individual plant 
(j•l, • • • ,J) 
The total cost function is the sum of the total assembly 
cost function which is defined asi 
I J 
TAC • t t xij cij I Lk 
(J ·Ix> i•l j•l 
and the total processing cost function which is defined as: 
J 
TPC • t Pj xj I ~ 
(J ,Lk) j•l 
The restrictions are: 
• xi 
• quantity of raw material available at origin i 
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per production period 
• quantity of material processed at plant j 
per production period 
• total quantity of raw material produced 
and proceaaed 
In thia model, long-run plant costa are assumed to be 
independent of plant location. At each location, the form of 
the long-run plant-cost function is assumed to be linear with 
respect to total output and to have a positive intercept. Thia 
functional form seems to be applicable to the long-run cost 
volume relationship in many plant operations and is theoreti-
cally aupported by French, Saanet, and Bressler (3). French, 
Sammet, and Bressler alao etreaaed that the economic-
engineorinq approach to coat analyaia does not necessarily 
produce linear function•. 
The linear proceasing coat function implies econoaiea of 
scale (declining L-shaped average coat function) and conatant 
long-run marginal coats for any sised plant. Economiea of 
scale in processing are asauaed to exist throughout and are 
never exhau.ted. Processing technoloqy is aaawned t.o remain 
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unchanged. It is assumed that one plant could possibly 
process all the turkeys produced in Miniowisc. 
The assumption of independence of plant costs with 
respect to location means that the total processing cost 
function will be invariant with respect to plant location 
and also that the cost of processing the material from any 
origin is invariant with respect to the plant where it is 
processed. 
The problem of minimizing equation (1) with respect to 
plant numbers (J) and locational pattern (Lk) can be accom-
plished in two steps. The first step is to obtain a total 
assembly cost function that has been minimized with respect 
to plant locations with varying numbers of plants , J. 
There are (~) possible combinations of locations LiclJ for any 
given J. As an example if there are eight plant sites, a 
five plant subset can have 51 8 ~ 1 • 56 locational patterns. 
For each possible locational pattern Lk there is a submatrix, 
* c 1 jlLic1 of the transfer-cost matrix Cij. The submatrix will 
be IxJ with the entries in each of the J columns representing 
the transfer costs from each origin to a particular plant site. 
A Ixl vector cijl~ is obtained by scanning c~jlLk by rows 
and selecting the minimwu c1 j in each row. The mini.mum total 
assembly costs with J plants at a specified set of locations 
Lk is equal to the vector x•, whose entries Xi represent the 
quantities of material produced at each of the I origins, 
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multiplied by the vector c1 jlltx· For an example problUl 
illuatrat.J.ng the above procedure• aee \lorraclt (25, pp. 79). 
Por each volue of J there are (~) values of (X' 1>c1 j1Lit· 
Tho ainiJ:lua of these values over "it ia a point on tha assembly 
coat fwaction ainimi2ed with respect to plant looationa. He 
than have J value• of the following function : 
- 1 min , - I TAC J • ~ (X i ) Cij L~ 
vhere 
TAC • total assembly coat minimized with reapect to 
plant location for each •alue ot J•l,2, •• ,L 
(x• 1> •a (l•I) vector containin9 el menta equal to the 
quantities produced at each of th• I origins 
CijlLit •an (I•l) vector whose entries Cij represent 
minimised unit tranafer coat• between each origin 
and a apecified aet of location• (~) for J plants. 
A• plant number• (J) vary, the ahape of the total uaembly 
coat function minimized with respect to plant locationa may be 
deduced from the expected a19na of the f irat and second 
difference• of TAC' with reapoot to (J). Stollsteimer (19) 
ahova that the first difference will be negative or Kero; that 
i•, 
ATAC 
AJ < 0 
and it will be lese than aero as long as there exist• an entry 
•• Cij Vbich is not in Cij fLk Duch that Ci j <Ci j tor som i. 
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The second difference will bo positive or zero, that is 
and in all ex:ipirical applications studied so far, as indi-
cated in the Review of Literature, it was positive. Thia 
yi~lds a total assembly cost function of tho form illustrated 
in Figure 3. This function is the envelope curve of the 
eet of total assembly cost 
L 
point• iG equal to t (L) 
J•l J 
ourv& points. The number of such 
with (~)-1 points rising verti-
cally above the total assembly coat f unotion for each value 
of J. 
The next step ia to define the relationahip between 
total procossinq costs and the number of plants. 'l'hi& has 
been defined as 
J 
TPC • t PjXjlLic 
(J ,Lk) j•l 
To find thi• rGlationehip ve can uae the total prooeaain9 
cost curve with respect to volume , which is aa•umed linear and 
positively sloping with a positive intercept. This is shown 
in Figure 4. Since the total quantity of raw material (X) 
i• fixed, the total processing cost when one firm is processing 
all the raw material will be equal to (a + bX) where (a) io 
the intercept value and (b) ia tho slope of the total proces-
sing cost function. As the number of plants increaaes , the 
total proeeesinq coat curve with respect to plant numbora will 
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increase for each additional plant by an amount equal to the 
minimum average annual long-run coat of establishing and 
maintaining a plant. Thia is because of the assumption of 
constant and equal marqinal oostA for all plant •izos. Thus, 
the miniaum average annual lonq-run cost of establishing 
and maintaining a plant is equal to (a) , the intercept value 
of the total processing cost function with respect to volume. 
we can then graph the total processing cost curve with respect 
to plant numbers (Fiqure S). 
The optimum solution is then found by summinq the two 
and selecting the mini.Mum point on tho total cost function. 
The two functiona and their aqgregata are illustrated in 
Figure 6. 
The mininum point on the total combined cost function 
designates the optimum number of plants. From the operations 
performed in finding tho total assembly cost function with 
respect to plant numbers, we can find the optimum location of 
tho opt~mwu nwnber of plants. Th supply area of each plant 
and the volume handled hy each plant are also determined in 
tho procedure . We then have t he opti.m\ll'!\ size, number and 
location of processing plnnts for the qiven volume of produc-
tion ant! area of aascmbly. 
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V. COST DATA 
This chapter contains two sectiona--one dealing with 
the empirical development of the processing costs and one 
with thG empirical development of the aasembly coats. 
Tho total processing cost function with respect to 
plant numbers is developed in five step•. First, plant 
capacities in torms of number of birds per hour in each 
market class are converted to total pounds per yoar in each 
market class tor the different aized plants. The second 
step is to update the average costs per pound as presented 
by noqer and Rinear to 1967 price lev ls. The third step 
ia to multiply tho updated average costs times the total 
pounda in each market class and take a weighted average to 
get the total costs per year ot operating each sized plant. 
Likewise th sal'l\e wei ghts are used to obtain the total yearly 
capacity of each sized plant in pounds per year. Tho fourth 
atep is to use simple linear regression to determine the indi-
vidual plant's lon9-run processing coot function by re-
qressinq total coats for each plant size on t he total pounds 
processed por year. Th fina l step is derivation of the 
lon9-run total processing coat function with re•pect to plant 
numbers J. 
The total assembly cost function with respect to plant 
numbers is developed in five steps also. The spatial area 
of application of tho model is delineated by a apecif ication 
of th~ supply nodes first and seco~dly defining a set of 
plant sites. Thirdly, a m.ilea9e matrix is defined repre•entinq 
the road mile distance betw en every supply node and every 
plant site. In the fourth atep tho mileage matrix is con-
verted to a tranafer cost matrix. The fifth step involves 
deriving the minimised total aasem ly cost function from 
the transfer coat matrix. 
A. Processing Coate 
P.Q9era and Rinear (14) in a study having general 
applicability in the Unit d States synthesised 10 model 
plants by the economic-onqineering approach for tho turkey 
industry. The plants ranqed in aize from 3 to 65 million 
pounds per year. The number of head in each market claae 
that the plants are capable of processing per hour is given 
in Table 3. 
The data presented in Rogers and Rinear•s study ia 
calculated on ready-to-cook weight of the turkeys for all 
market classes. Table 4 9ivos the r eady-to-cook weight and 
the live weight for th market classes. 
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Table 4. Average live weight and ready-to-cook weight by 
market classes 
Live weight Ready-to-cook weight a 
Heavy young hens 14.9b 13.0 
Heavy young toms 25.4b 22 . 0 
Breeders 18.lc 16.0 
Fryer-roasters 8.7b 7.0 
aData all taken from Rogers and Rinear (14). 
bData taken from Agricultural Statistics, 1966 (21). 
cThe average live weight for all turkeys was used to 
approximate the weight of breeders. Data taken from Agri-
cultural statistics, 1966 (21). 
The assembly cost functions are calculated on the live 
weight basis which is the weight of the turkeys at the supply 
nodes. The turkeys are assumed not to lose weight in transit; 
that is, the shrink factor is zero. The processing cost 
functions are calculated on the ready-to-cook weight basis. 
Therefore the assembled live weight must be converted to 
ready-to-cook weight before t he processing cost function can 
be calculated. The gonversion factor (yield} is assumed to 
be 0.801 the figure used by Agricultural suatistics (21). 
The capacity of each plant in pounds per hour by market 
class was determined by multiplying the rowa of Table 3 by 
the respective average ready-to-cook weight of each market 
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claaa aa given in Table 4 . The total pounds per year can be 
derived by multiplying by t he number of houra operated in a 
year. Roger• and Rinear (14) assume tho plants to operate 
144 days per year at 100, capacity. Asawnin9 typical 8 
hour days tho total nwaber of hours per year would be 1152 . 
This was the fiqure used to find tho total pounds processed 
per year in the 10 plants by market class aa presented in 
Tabl e 5. 
The second step consiate of updating the average costs 
per pound of proceaein9 the different market classes in the 
10 aizea of plants from 1962 price level• to the first half 
of 1967 price levels. The avera9e processing costs per 
pound were taken from Rogers and Rinear (14) and are pre-
sented in Table 6. Rogers and Rinear bad the factors that 
made up the av rage proceaain9 cost• broken into five 
categories ae followst plant wagss, supplies and materials, 
management, utilities and miscellaneous, capital ownership 
and use. Figure 7 gives the percentage contribution of each 
of these factors to the average processing co•t• por pound 
tor each market class and eaoh size of plant. 
The plant wage• and mana9ement categories w re added 
togoth r •inco management was a small percontag of averaqe 
coats in all cases. An index of factor prices tor all 
Agricultural Harketinq firms takon from Marketing and 
Tranaportation Situation (23) waa u~ d to update the average 
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proce•sin9 ooats in all categori~s except plant vaqos and 
management. Tho index from marketing and transportation 
situation ran through June 1967. 
The index tiqure used to update the plant wages and 
manaqement cate9ory was derived from averaq hourly earning• 
for workers in poultry dre•sing and packing as given in 
Eaployir4nt and Earninqa Statistics for the u.s . (20)--
industry code 2015. Those figures were extrapolated from 
~.ay 1966--the last date available--to the first six month• 
of 1967. The avera9e incroase in wages for the montha 
January through June from 1962 to 1967 was lS\ . Ther efore 
an ind x figure of l.15 was us d for the plant wa9ea and 
management category. The index for the four eateqories of 
factors of production is presented in Table 7. 
Table 7. An index of factor prices for January to June 1967 
for Agricultural m.arketinq firms. 1962 • 100 
Factors Index 
Supplies and Materials 
Utilities and miscellaneous 
Capital ownership and uae 
Plant wages and lilanaqement 
i.os• 
1.02• 
i.oa8 
i.1sb 
aData taken fro Marketinq and Transportation Situation 
(23) • 
bData taken trom Employt!lent and Earnings Statistics (20). 
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The average coat• of Table 6 are disaggregated into 
the prices for factors of pro4uotion by multiplying by the 
correapondin9 element• of Pi9ure 7. The•• prices are then 
updated to 1967 levels with the index presented in Table 7. 
The factor prices are then added together tor each market 
cl••• and plant size to obtain the updated average processing 
coete, which are presented in Table B. 
The third step is to determine the total yearly co•t• 
of operating each plant sise. We begin by multiplyin9 the 
elements of Table 5 which are total pound• processed per 
year and the oorreapondinq elements of Table 8 which are the 
updated avoraqe proceasin9 costs. The products of the 
elements of these two tables qive t:he total coats per year 
of proce•sinq each class in each plant oise. The total coat• 
for each plant size is found by ta.king a we ighted average 
of the market claeaea. The vaiqhta are tho percentages of 
each class alaughtered under federal inspection in 1960 •• 
taken from Roqers and Rinear (14, p. 34). The aarae weights 
are used for the yearly capacitiea in Table S to obtain the 
yearly capacity of each plant size processing all four claeaea. 
We now have the yearly capacity of each sise of plant and 
tl1e correepondin9 total yearly cost of each ai•• of plant. 
They aro preaented in Table 9. 
The fourth step uaea simple linear ragreseion to determine 
the effect of plant aiz on t.ho total ooate for each plant size 
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Table 9. The total yearly pounds processed and the 
associated total yearly costs for 10 sizes of 
proceaaing plants 
Plant siza Pounds/year Total costs/year 
l 3,2.&9,677 223,384.32 
2 6,499,354 395,182.08 
3 9,749,030 554,584.32 
4 12,998,707 708,791.04 
5 16,240,384 854,853.12 
6 19,497,946 1006,295.04 
7 24,372,519 1237,766.40 
8 32,4,6,653 1589,587.20 
9 48,745,037 2248,439.04 
10 64,993,306 2940,791.04 
as they are presented in Table 9. The total costs for each 
plant are reqreaaed on the total pounds of each plan~ to 
obtain tho processinq coat curve for a sinqle plant which 
baa the forms 
PCj • $133 1 040 + .04 v 
where V is the pounds of turkey to be processed in ready-to-
cook weiqht. r • .99. 
The fifth step is derivation of the total processing cost 
function with respect to plant numbers J. This is a simple 
procoas once the individual prooessin9 cost function i• 
defined. For each plant that is added to the solution, the 
total proaassin9 coat function increases by the amount 
necessary to eatabliah and maintain that additiohnl plant, 
which ie an amount equal to the intercept ot the individual 
proceeeinq coat curve. The total processing coat cur.e can be 
46 
computed in the following manner• 
TPCJ • (J)($133,040) + .04V 
where V ia aqain the pound• of turkey to be processed in 
ready-to-cook weiqht and J is the number of plants out of 
a total possible numbor of plants of L. 
B. Aaaembly Costa 
Tbe spatial area of application of the model is 
Miniowisc. There aro 116 supply nodes and 184 plant aiteo. 
Through the rest of the thesis potential plant sites such 
as the set of 18' just mentioned will be referre~ to as 
sites. A set of plant site• in a •olution of the modol 
will be referrod to as planta . 
Out of the 257 counties in Miniowiso, 116 were selected 
as aupply nodes because they had qreater than 50,000 head 
of turkey produced in 1964 as reported in the Census of 
Agriculture (24). The supply nodes are listed in Appendix A, 
and also pictured on the map of Miniowisc as the darkened 
areas in Figure 8. 'the supply node oounti a produced 94t 
of the 28.6 N.illion turkeys grown in Miniowisc in 1964 . It 
is believed that the results of the analysis will not be 
appreciably altered from what they would be if the deleted 
counties had been included. 
Turkey producers are assumed to be homo9en ously 
distributed throughout each supply node county. The 
47 
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Figur e 8 . The 116 supply nodes of Miniowisc 
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geographic center is taken to represent the minimum distance 
to all producers within each county. In a rectangular ~igure 
the geographic center can be approximated by the point where 
diagonals through the opposite corners cross. In irregular 
shaped counties the geographic center was approximated 
visually. The geoqraphic center of these counties is taken 
to be the supply node and is the point from which mi leages 
are calculated. 
The second step in the analysis is to determine the 
plant site locations. This was done in three parts. First 
all cities of greater than 5,000 population in Miniowisc 
were selected unless they happened to lie beyond the periphery 
of the supply nodes and would thereby never be selected as a 
plant site such as Milwaukee , Wisconsin which can be seen 
from Figure 8 to lie outside the area of the supply nodes 
in Wisconsin. Or, other cities of greater than 5,000 
population were not selected because the city could have 
been part of a complex of large cities like Minneapolis-st. 
Paul, or because no processing plants are presently in the 
city and it doesn't seem likely that one would locate there 
due to zoning laws , difficulty of access, etc. such as 
Des Moines, Iowa . Smaller towns surrounding Des Moines were 
included to approximate the actual locations that firms might 
choose if they decided to locate in the area of Des Moines. 
Many sites on the peripheries of cities with greater than 
50,000 population were includod ao a.s to q1ve plenty of 
freedom of location in and around these cities. 
The next part of the selection ot potential plant aitea 
involved trying to make the distribution of plant aitea 
uniform over the spatial area of t he aupply nodes. Larqer 
towns were preferred to smaller in all cases where there 
was competition b tween towns for a plant. 
In the thtrd stage of solection of the planta the criterion 
was the inclusion of all population centers with existing 
processing plants. Thirty-three prooeaain9 plants were found 
to presently exist 1n Miniowiso. The set ot 184 sites con-
tains the set of 33 oxieting sitos (plants) in the industry. 
The centers of c i ties (towns) were Wied as the point for 
measuromcnt of milonqe in all casea. The set of 184 sitea 
and the set of 33 existinq sites aro both listed in Appendix 
A. 
The third step towards the totAl assembly co•t function 
is t he definition of the mileage matrix repreaenting mileage• 
between the 116 supply nodes and 18.t sites. A composite of 
map• were xeroxed from t he Rand HcNally Standard Biqhway 
Mileage Guide (17) and fitted togethor to form a map of 
Miniowisc. The three states fortunately wero all in the 
same Beale of l inch equals 14 miles. A transparent 9rid was 
then placed over the map scaled to 1/16 inch in each direction . 
Miniowisc can thon be pictured aa lying in the first quadrant 
so 
of a rectanqular coordinate system with the abscissa axis 
running in the east-west direction and the ordinate in the 
north-south direction. 
The 116 supply nodes and 184 sites were then plotted on 
the map and the coordinates tabulated. The coordinates were 
measured to the nearest 1/16 of an inch which is to within 
less than 1 Jnile accuracy. 
A program was then written for the IBM 360/60 computer 
to calculate the road mile distances between every supply 
node and every site. For the distance between any two 
points the computer found the absolute difference of the X 
coordinate·s and added to that tho absolute difference of the 
Y coordinates. This figure was multiplied by 14 to convert 
it to road mile distance. 
In going between any particular site and supply node 
the truck is assumed to travel at most in two perpendicular 
directions : 
diagonally. 
north-south or east-west. ne may not travel 
There are two offsetting factors contributing 
to the errors of calculat~on. Some roads do transverse the 
landscape in diagonal directions which would tend to make the 
actual mileage less than the estimated mileage in these cases. 
However, some roads contain many curves, hills, and correc-
tions which add mileage and therefore make the estimate an 
understatement. It so h~ppens that the areas with pre-
dominantly diagonal roads such as Wisconsin and eastern 
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Minnesota also have very irregular roads while xowa and 
western Minnesota tend to have- straiqht roads that tollow 
the soction lines~ Theso two eff~cts, then, tend to offset 
each other and it is beliovcd that they tend to make the 
calculation error smnll in most caoes. 
The three Btate area ie not large enouqh for diatortion 
due to the earth's curvature to have a significant effect. 
~11 map erroro and measurement errors are assumed not to 
exist. 
The fourth step involves deriving the tranafer cost 
Datrix from the mileage matrix. The transfer cost betwocn 
a supply node and any aite is the cost of moving a unit 
(one truckload of turkeys) of product from the producer to 
the plant. The ele~enta of th mileage matrix are first 
doubled to account for the roundtrip distance between the 
plant and the producer. These figures are than multiplied 
by the unit coet per mile for assembling turkey• which i• 
just the average cost per mile tor operatinq the truck plus 
tho driver '• waqea. Petersen (lo, p . 24) had data on asaembly 
coats for two situations. Average coats of assembly in the 
resp ctive situations were 35.414 and 46.450 cent• per mile. 
The average of these two figures was taken aa the unit cost 
of assembly for thia study which is 40.9 cents per mile. It 
includes tho fix d and variable truck costs and tho drivers 
wage. The truck i s a•Gumed to haul a 30,000 pound payload 
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tandem trailer. 
The transfer cost matrix is then the mileage matrix 
with its elements doubled and multiplied by 40 . 9 cents, the 
unit per mile cost of assembling turkeys. 
The fifth step involves deriving the assembly cost 
function from the transfer cost matrix. We need to know 
the number ot trips to each supply node. The number of turkeys 
at each supply node is multiplied by a weighted average live 
weight of the four market classes--toms, hens, breeders, and 
fryer-roasters. The average live weight of these four classes 
in 1964 is given in Table 4. The weights are the percentages 
of each claaa slaughtered under federal inspection in 1964 as 
presented in Agricultural Statistics (21). These percentaqea 
are shown in Table lO. The toms and the hens were grouped 
together in a young turkey category. This category was split 
for our purposes so that 78.7• in the young turkey category 
became 39.S\ hens and 39.S• toms. 
Table 10. Percentage by market class slaughtered under 
federal inspeotion in 1964& 
Market class Percentages 
Heavy young toms 39.5 
Heavy young hens 39.5 
Breeders 3.2 
Fryer-roasters 18.0 
~.s. Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Statistics, 
1966. Washington, o.c., u.s. Department of Agriculture. 
1966. 
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The percentaqes slaughtered were multiplied by the 
respective live weights of each class and awnmed to get the 
weighted average of 18 . 0362 pounds. Tho number of turkeys 
at each supply node was multiplied by the weighted averaqa 
to qet total pounds at each supply node . The truck is 
asawued to haul a 30,000 pound payload. The total pounds 
at each supply node ia d ivided by 30,000 to qet the number 
trips required which la equal to x1 , the number of units at 
origin i. Each truckload is a unit and partial truckloads 
are taken as a full load. 
Th total assembly cost function is then derived as 
the envelope of a1l assembly coats given J plants. For each 
J there are c1g4) locational patterns Lk, or ( 1~4 ) value• 
of cx1 • >c1jl~· The minimum of those values is a point on 
th total assembly cost function minimized with respect to 
plant location. 
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VI . COS'!' Al >.LYSIS 
Two approaches will bo investigated for solvin9 the 
model. They aro the combinations and the iterative approaches 
so named by Warrack (26). 
The combinationa approach follows the computational 
prooedure outlined in Chapter IV. For all possible combina-
tions or plant location• of J plants tho locational pattern 
which minimize• the total aasembly cost function is determined. 
This procedure is carried through for all values or J where 
J•l, . •• , 184 for t h i• thesis to obtain the total assembly 
cost function with r apect to plant numbers J minimized by 
locational patterns for each 3. The total prooosainq cost 
curve with r spect to plant numbers is subaequently derived 
and t he two functions sur:nued to obtain tho total cost 
fWlction with respeot to plant numbers J. The optimum 
solution to the problem is the minimur.i point of the total 
coat function which 9ivos tl10 optimum numbor of plants and 
the ir locationo. The size of each plant in the solution is 
found by summing the units of raw Qaterial in all the suppl y 
nodee served by that particular plant. Th supply nodes 
served by a particular plant are determin~d in the asseobly 
cost function from the c1j!~ vector. The combinations 
approach then is an optimization procedure in the sonso that 
all posaible locational patterns given J p l ants aro inv sti-
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gated and tho minimU'Cl o! these arc selected na a point on 
the total assembly cost function . The total assembly cost 
function cooputod by tho combinations approach is e lower 
bound of all total asoembly coot functions for a giv n problem. 
If import ant ~odel assumptions hold concerninq the 
minimized total assembly coat function and the total procesainq 
coat function, the total cost function will be convex. These 
assumptions arc: the tirst differ nces of the mini ized 
total asnc~bly cost function with respect to plant numbers 
are nogative ; t he second difforenoea of tho minimised total 
assembly cost function with respect to plant numbers are 
non-negative1 and the total processing cost function is 
linear. If the total co t function is convex thGn a local 
minimwa is a global minimwn. These aa umptions obviate 
computing the total cost function for all L plant numbers. 
Although the oool>inntiono approach yields the optimal 
solution, it has tho drawback for large problems of an 
immense computational burden. For a problem of the size 
undertaken in this study the computational costs of the 
combinations approach ar prohibitively high . The IBM 
360/60 computer is capable of calculating 3r000 cOiilbination• 
of locational patterns per rn.inute using th~ programs developed 
by Wendell Primus and sys lf. For J•2 the combinations 
approach requires calculating 16,653 combinations, which vaa 
done. However C 1 ~4 ) equals l,004,731 combinations which would 
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take approximately 335 minutes of computor time--more than 
we could afford . Calculating < 1~4 ) is ostimatod to require 
537 , 000 minutes o f colllputer t ime . As can be seen th compu-
tational costs rise at an extremely high rato as one increases 
tbo plant numbers . Uarrcck found a eolution WJinq th 
combinations approach i n r verse ord r otartinq with J•L, 
and with th slight modification of droppinq a doubly 
eliminated plant out of the. solution. Thia approo.ch was not 
feasible in our caso because tho optiawn solution was thought 
to be close to t he low end and the iterative optiln\.Uil solution 
$ubStantiatod t his . Starting from the h iqh end with J•lB4 
and working back\1ards would have been impractical for our 
purposes. 
Tho iterative approach was util ized as an altornative 
method of olvinq the model . With one important exception 
t he basic solution procedure is the same for the i terative 
Approach as for the combinntions approach . The exc ption 
is that in iterative met hod, once sites arc •elected that 
minioizcd the total aeaombly cost function for 18,c1 , 184c2 , 
•• • , 184cJ-l plants , they are retained in tho solution. in1en 
solving for 184cJ t he problom is to f ind t he plant from the 
184 - (J-1) re.clainin9 plants that combine with the J-1 plants 
alread)• in the solution to minil:iiz assembly coats . 
An example might bo helpful in xplaining the d ifference 
between the 111ethoc!s. One plant i a selected from the 184 
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potential sito• that minimizes the assembly cost function 
for both approaches. In tha combinations method all 184c2 
locational patterns ara considercJ whon solcctinq the two 
plants that minimize tho total ssernbly cost funotion. In 
the iterative nethod all 183 romainin9 plants are considered 
that when conbined with the first plant selected, will 
minimize the total assembly coet function for two plants. 
This additional constraint of the iterative method 
allows it to be applied to l arqo prohloms to obtain a sub-
optimum solution where tho combinationa approach would he 
prohibitively xpensive . Insteaa of having to investigate all 
the possible locational patterns for J plants, the iterative 
method only raquires investigating L - J + l plants not in 
the solution. 
The iterative method is a suboptimal procedure because 
not all possible locational patterns arc investigated when 
tho solution is being calculated and t he total cost function 
of the iterative method ia always greater than or equal to 
the total cost function of the combinations rncthod. When 
the minimum point of t ho total cost function of the iterative 
method is boing referred to, it will be called the optimum 
solution; however it must be r cognized that this ie the 
optimum solution for t he iterative method and not th true 
optimum solution. Tho greatest disparity b tween the total 
cost functions for the two methods is expected to occur at 
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J•2 and for the difference between them to decrease as J 
increases. The two total cost function will bo exactly equal 
at J•l and 184. The total procosaing coat functions of the 
two methods arc always equal so tho differences in the total 
cost functions can all be attributed to the total assembly 
coat functions. All the above conclusions are confirmed by 
Warrack's atudy. liia iterative total assembly cost funotion 
was higher than the combinations on the lov end but the 
two functions were exactly the aame from J•28 to 40 plants. 
It is reasonable to expect in this study that the error in 
the iterative total coat function over the combinations 
ahould decrease And eventually equal zoro as J increases 
from J•2 to 184. 
A. Results 
Two optimw.:i solutions to tho model were obtained by the 
iterative method for two eontiqurations of aitea. One con-
figurat.ion was the set of 184 sites and the other was the 
set of 33 existing aitee in the industry. The 116 supply 
node conf i9uration ro~ained unchanged through the different 
solutions. For both the solutions J was allowed to ranqc 
tram l to 33 sites. The optimum number of plants in both 
optimum solutions was .six, but the plant locations between 
the two optimwn oolutiona were all different. A clear 
distinction must be maintained between solution and the 
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optimum solution. The solution should be thought of aG 
referring to the total cost function while the optimum 
solution will refer to the minimum point of the total coat 
function. 
The results of the application of the model to tha 184 
site configuration are presented in Table 11. The plants 
are listed in Table 11 as they come into the solution, and 
tlloir effect on the total assembly, total processing, and 
the total cost functions . The fir t plant to co~e into the 
solution was Mound with total asse bly costs of $2,356,073, 
total processing coats of $15,631,485, and total costs of 
$17,997,558 . ~hen J•2 the two plants in the solution are 
lilound and Iowa Falls . The effects of two plants in the 
solution is to decrease total asaerr~bly costs and total costs 
to $1 , 753 , 870 and $17,518 , 295 respectively. and to increase 
total processing costs to $15,764,525. With the iterativo 
method , once a plant comes into the solution it stays in . 
The six plants in the optimum solution are Mound, \'ladena 
and Wilmar in Minnesota, Iowa I'alls and Washington in Iowa, 
and Chippewa Falls in Wisconsin. The assembly costs, proces-
sing costs and size of each plant in terms of pounds of ready-
to- cook turkey processed per year for tho plants in the 
optimum solution are presented in T blc 12. 
The combinations approach could only be a~plied for 
J•2 plants for the set of 184 sites since calculation of Jm3 
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Table 11. The total assamhly costs, total procesain9 costs, 
and total coats for the aolution of 184 aite• by 
tbe iterative method 
Plant Total assembly Total procoas!n9 coats aoata 
Mound 
Iowa Falls 
Wadena 
Chippewa Falls 
Washington 
WillD'.AD 
Caledonia 
2,356 , 073 
1,753,870 
1,363,329 
1,129,021 
992,441 
857 , 944 
781,055 
704,305 Ch roJtee 
Thief River 
Barron 
Aitkin 
St. J 
Falls 642 , 514 
597,774 
561,171 
524 ,654 
493 , 385 Wausau 
Chariton 
Spring Valley 
Webster City 
Richland City 
Fr zee 
Brainerd 
Stillwater 
Charles City 
Benson 
Faribault 
Augusta 
Le Mar• 
Waterloo 
Jef feraon 
Laverne 
Iowa City 
Cambridge 
Mt . Pleasant 
Medford 
M.aaon City 
471,259 
450,316 
130,619 
413,656 
396 ,720 
383,194 
370 ,116 
358,5•7 
3,7,488 
336,690 
3~6 ,O~l 
317,760 
310,700 
303 ,74-4 
296,858 
290,123 
283,778 
277,538 
271 ,397 
265 , 400 
15,631,484 
15,764,524 
15 ,897 ,564 
16,036,604 
16,163,644 
16,296,684 
16,429,724 
16,562,764 
16, 6qs,oo4 
16,828,842 
16,961,802 
17,094,922 
17, 227,962 
17,361,002 
17,494,042 
17,627,032 
17,7GO,l22 
17,893,162 
1 8 , 026,202 
18,159,242 
18,292,2 82 
18,425,322 
l B,558,362 
18,691,402 
18,824 , 442 
10,957,482 
19, 090 , 522 
19,223,562 
19,356 , 602 
19,489,642 
19,622,682 
19,755,722 
19,888 , 762 
Total 
coat 
17,987,557 
17,518,394 
17,260,093 
17,159,625 
17,156,085 
17,154,629 
17,210,780 
17,267,070 
17,339,319 
17,426,616 
17,523,053 
17,619,576 
17 , 721 ,34 7 
17,832,261 
17,944,358 
18,057,701 
18,173,778 
18,289,882 
l B,409, 396 
18,52~,358 
18,fS0,829 
18,772,810 
l B, qs,052 
19,017,433 
19,1-42,202 
19,268,182 
19, 394,266 
19,520,420 
19,646, 725 
19,773,420 
19 , 900 ,220 
20,027,119 
20,154 ,162 
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Table 12. 7he aoa~nbly coato, proc aoing conts, and total 
pounds processed• for the •ix plants in the 
opti~u= solution ot 1 84 o ite?J b y the iterative 
method 
Plant9 --- Asatunhiy 
cost _ ______ $ __ _ 
Mound 
Iowa alls 
Wadena 
Chippewa Fallo 
Washin9ton 
11.mar 
G'- 1 155 
204,607 
212,869 
244,725 
47 , 431 
86,160 
0 Roady-to-cook weight . 
Proc:e••ing 
COAtff 
l,283,260 
3,229,18 
3,684,145 
3,729,200 
1,509,716 
2,861,179 
Total - powidaT 
year _ _ 
28,755,SOO 
77,41)3,550 
88 ,777,625 
Sfl ,904 ,000 
34,416,900 
68 , 203,475 
would have beon too oxpenaiv • The combinations method 
eelectcd Waverly and Melrono ov r the itarativ •s s lection 
of Mound an~ Iowa Palls for a savin~~ of $133,~08 or .02 centa 
per pound. Tho it rativo soluti on hn~ a .65 orror at J•2. 
The total a s~mbly coats , tot.al proceaning coot , an~ total 
cost are r e pnctiv ly ~l,63~,962., $1S,1 4,~24 . , nnd i 
$17,404 ,~ 86. It 1 int r 8 ing to not th t he loc~tion of 
the plantA in the two sol\\tionr-J ar.e not too dioaimilar1 that 
i e, ~ound in not r.iany niles fron •.a ro!Je in Minne ota and 
Iova Falls is not l':lany miles from Wavnr v in Iowa 9 shown on 
the map in Figure 9. Thi indicates that tho iterativ rn thod 
Should be a good approxi.Mntion to th com inntions ~o~~od in 
this study v~n on the low end. ""he error ot the itorntive 
method is small probably bocauao thero are mnny sites to 
choose from 1\1\d the spatinl area of the aupply nod s 
• Melrose 
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· Mound 
·Waverly 
• Iowa Falls 
Figure 9 . 'I'he plants in the solutions of the combina-
tions and t he iterative me thods for 1 8~ sites 
at J=2 
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is large. 
The results of tho iterative application to the 33 
existing configuration of sites are preaented in Table 13. 
Again there are sis plants in the optimum solution and in 
the same breakdown with reference to states; however no 
plants are the same in the two solutions. The 33 existing 
plants are all a subset of the 184 plants. 
The six plants in the optimum solution for the 33 
existing sites are Faribault, Melrose and Frazee in Minnesota, 
Ellsworth and Kalona in Iowa, and Barron in Wisconsin. The 
assembly costs, processing coots, and total pounds processed 
for the six plants in the optimum solution are presented in 
Table 14. 
The combinations approach could be applied for J•2,3, 
and 4 for the 33 existing site configuration. As expected 
the error of the iterative method decreased with each in-
crease of J except going from J=l to 2. For Jm2,3 , and 4 
the error in the iterative solution is respectively $155,840, 
~120,224 , and $112,799 . The error of the iterative solution 
is larger in this application than in the other probably 
because there are fewer sitos to choose from which means that 
less optimally located plants enter the solution than when 
there is a larger selection to choose from. The error in 
the iterative method seems to be related to the number of 
destinations relative to the number of origins with the error 
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Table 13. The total assembly costs, total processing coat., 
and total costa for the solution of th 33 
exiatin9 sites by the iterative method 
Plant Total assembly Total processing Total coats costs costs 
Faribault 2,437,866 15,631,484 18,069,350 
•tolrose 1,814,207 15,764,524 17,578,731 
Ellaworth 1,415,380 15,897,564 17,312,944 
Barron 1,207,490 16,030,604 17,238, 094 
ltalona 1,066,604 16,163,644 17,230,248 
Frazee 928 ,153 16,296,634 17,224,838 
Wilton 838,861 16,429,724 17,268,586 
Willmar 759,946 16,51)2,764 17,322,610 
Storm Lake 697,67!) 16,695,804 17,393,403 
Ai t.kin G49 , 269 16,928,842 17,478,111 
Thief Riv r Falls 608 , 696 lG,961,882 17,570,')78 
Decorah 574 , 241 17,094,922 l7,66q,l63 
Buttorf ield 543 ,810 17,227,962 17,771,772 
Altura 527 ,507 17,361,002 17,888,589 
Weatfiold 513 ,251 17,494,042 18,007,293 
Sioux City S02 , 3l 7 17,627,082 18,129,099 
Albert Lea •94,061 17,760,122 18,254,183 
Jackson Creek 407 , 536 17,093,162 18,380,698 
Litchfield 481,607 18,026,202 18,507,809 
Vinton 476 ,3='3 18,159,242 18,635, 565 
Ea9le Grove 471 , 610 18,292,282 18,763,892 
Carroll 467,906 19,425,322 19 ,893,228 
Burllnqton 465,079 18,558,362 19,023,441 
MarGhall 462,949 18,691,402 lQ,154,350 
Calmar 461,156 18,824,442 19,285,598 
Postville 460 , 5Gl 18,957,402 iq,41e,04J 
West Liberty ,60,142 19,090,522 19,550,664 
Detroit Lakes 459 ,788 19,223,562 19,683,350 
Keokuk 459,599 19,356,602 19,816,201 
Dav1!mport 459,599 19,489,642 19,949,241 
Pelican Rapids 459,599 19,622,682 20,0B2,2Bl 
Chilton 459,59q 19,755 , 722 20,215,321 
Endeavor 459,599 19 ,8A8, 762 20,348,361 
Table 14. 
Plant 
Faribault 
Melrose 
Ellsworth 
Darron 
Kalona 
Frnzee 
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The assembly costs, processinq coats, and total 
pounds proaeseed4 for th& six plants in the 
optimum solution of the 33 existing sites by 
the iterative method 
Assembly Processing Total pounds/ 
costs costs year 
$ $ 
102 ,129 2,603,782 61,768,550 
100,661 3,791,711 91,216, 775 
185,048 3,058,904 73,146,600 
149,870 2,793 ,176 66,503,400 
96 , 989 1,737,352 40,107,800 
133,455 2,321,756 54, 717,900 
aReady-to-cook weiqht . 
becominq smaller when more de tin8tionn are availablo to be 
selected from . 
One of the two plants nelected by the combinations 
method for J•2 is tho samo aa ono in the iterative solution 
for J•2. At J•J two of the three plants are the samo and 
at J•4 one of tho four planto are the same . ~able 15 qivos 
the total assembly costs, total proo~e ing costs , and total 
costs for the solutions of th combinations thod . The 
plants in the solution for each v~lua of J must be listed 
becausa plants in the solution from previoua calculations 
if any may not stay in the solution. ror J•l th~ cost 
functions are the same as the iterativ • 
Althouqh no plants in the two optimum solutions of the 
iterative methods arc the same, the general location• of ~be 
six plants in the optimum solutions for th two iterative 
Table 15. 
Plants 
Calmar 
Melrose 
Ellsworth 
Altura 
Melrose 
Ellsworth 
Altura 
Frazee 
Wilmar 
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The total assembly costs, total processing costs, 
and total costs for the 33 existing sites by the 
combinations method 
Total assembly Total processing Total costs 
costs coats 
$ $ $ 
1,658,367 15,764,524 17,.t22,89l 
1,295,156 15,897,564 17,192,720 
1,095,691 16,030,604 17,126,295 
applications are quite similar. Figure 10 shows the locations 
of the six plants in the optimum solution for the 184 site 
configuration and Figure 11 shows the locations of the 
optimum six existing plants. As can be seen from the two 
figures the plants of Iowa and Wisconsin are almost identi-
cally located, but the plants in Minnesota assume a some-
what different pattern. Still overall the plants in the 
two optimum solutions are located quite consistently. 
The optimum solution based on the 184 site configuration 
is the least-cost configuration for assembling and processing 
turkey in Miniowisc found in this study. However if the 
combinations method could have been calculated for J•6, it 
could have given a lower total costs. The optimum solution 
of the 194 site configuration saves $70,209 or .018 cents per 
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Figure 10 . The six plants in the optimum solution of the 
184 sites by the iterative method 
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Figure 11. The six plants in the optimum solution of 
the 33 existing sites by the iterative method 
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pound ovor the opti.mum solution of the 33 ite configuration. 
Thia savings is r latively insionificant to the amount that 
can be saved if the turl:cy industry went from its present 
33 site configuration to the opti um ~olution for tha 33 
~ite confiquration. In other woxds , merely selecting tho 
six moro optimally located plant& out of tho 33. According 
to the model the industry could save $3 ,123, 523 or . 80 
cents per pound by moving to tho nix optimum plant::l. 
Tba savings are calcul4tcd aa tha difference between th 
total costs of assembling and pr ocesoing turkeys with 33 
plants in the solution and the total oosts with six plants 
in tho solution. 
Tho six existing optimum plants are more uniform in 
size than the optimum six plant• from the set of 184 as 
can be aeen from Table 16 where tho 12 optimum plants from 
both solutions are listed by size and avoraqe costs per pound. 
It can be seen from Table 16 that the six plants in the 
optimur.'I solution for the 33 existinq aitea are less variable 
in size. Using the range of 35-75 million pounds, only two 
of the existing aix pl~ntn tall outside that range while five 
of the six plants from the 184 site configuration fell outside 
that ranqe. The optimum solution for the existing plants 
has an advantage over the optimum solution for 184 sites of 
more uniformity tor the aix plants in the optimum •olution. 
If one plant ware to proceas all the 387,•61,100 pounds 
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of turkey ready-to-cook weight in Miniowisc it would have an 
average cost of 4.03 cents per pound. All the plants in 
the two optimum solutions as represented in Table 16 have 
average costs per pound of less than 4.50, or have average 
costs of within 1/2 cent of the average costs for the one 
large plant processing all the turkeys of Hiniowisc. 
Given the 33 site configuration in Miniowisc, the 
industry can save $3,123,523 out of a total cost of $20,348,361 
by moving to the optimum solution of six plants for the 
existing 33 sites with a total cost of $17,224,838. However, 
it can save $2,576,589 of the $3,123,523, or 82.5• by 
moving from the 33 sites to a configuration ot thirteen 
plants in the solution rather than moving all the way from 33 
s~tes to 6 plants. For J•l3 plants the total assembly cost 
curve f lattena out indicating that most of the economies 
of assembly have been exhausted at that point for the 33 
existing sites. The plant sizes at J•l3 plants in the 
solution for the 33 existing sites are closer in size to 
the plants that exist in the industry today than are the 
plants in the optimum solution. 
The 13 plants in the 33 existing sites solution are 
listed in Table 17 along with their assembly costs, total 
pounds processed and their average costs. Figure 12 shows 
the locations of the 13 plants , and their supply areas. 
Given the state of the turkey industry today in 
'I 
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Thief 
Figure 12 . The 13 plants in the solution of the 33 
existing si t es by the iterative method and 
their supply a r eas 
Table 17. 
Plants 
l'aribault 
Melros e 
Ellsworth 
Darron 
Jtalona 
r razce 
Wilton 
Wi~ar 
Storm Lake 
Aitkin 
Thief River 
Decorah 
Buttcrtield 
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The assembly costs, total poundo, and average 
costs per pound tor 13 plants in the ~olution 
of the exiating 3itea by tho iterative c thod 
~asem~ly cost Total pounds/ Avarage costs 
in dollars year in cents 
1,171,220 25,954,SOO 04.51 
732,214 14,?79,350 o4.as 
1,934,382 45,033,550 04.29 
1, 868,554 43 ,387,050 04.30 
1 , 294 ,881 29,046 , 025 04.45 
1,301,023 29 , 199, 75 04.45 
1,503,504 34, 261,600 04.39 
2,247,642 52,865,050 04.25 
97:2,900 20,9 96 , 500 04 .63 
1 , 595 , 987 36 , 573,675 04 .36 
Falls 687,135 13, 852 ,375 04 .96 
l , 054 ,399 23 , 033 , 975 04.57 
864,llG 18,276,900 04 .72 
Mi niowisc with 33 existing sites and a total cost ot aesembling 
and processing the 28.5 million turkeys of $10 ,348 ,361, the 
industry can obtain conaiderable aavinqs by reducing the 
number of processing plnnto . The industry coul d realize a 
savings of $3 , 193,732 if it assumed a six plant configuration 
like the one in the optill\um solution of the sat of 184 sites 
with total costs of $17, 154,629 . This uas tho maxir:nm 
amount of savings the indu3try could obtain as calculated 
in this theais. 
Tho industry could obtain 81' ot the total oavinqs 
possible or $2 ,576,589 by reduoinq t he number of plants from 
33 to 13 in the 33 oxistinq aite solution. The total cost 
tor the 13 existing plants are $17,771,772 . 
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The induntry could further roduo the nUJl\~er of plants 
to six as in t he optimum solution of tho 33 existing sites. 
The aavin9a of reducing t he number of plants from 13 to 6 
in th 33 existing s ite •olution is $546 , 934 or 17• of the 
tota l poooiblc savinqn . The total coats for the optiwutr1 
solution of th~ 33 axi sti n9 sites aro $17,224,936 . 
The ina ustry can obtain further savings by relocating 
the six plants in the optimum 33 exiatinq site solution to 
the configuration of t.~e 184 site op timum solution . The 
saving for ralocati 9 the optimum six plants would be 
$70 , 20 or 2t of t he total possiblr Gavings . The total 
costs for the opti~um solution of th 194 s iteo arc 
$17,154,629. 
B. Limitationn 
Tho of !octivenosn o f any modol cnn be enhanced by in-
creasing tho precision of the data going into it. According 
to my data sourcoo th r a r e 33 plnntD operating in M.iniowisc 
now under federal inspection . Ther e could be others not 
operating Wlder teder l inspection which are not included in 
this study. If th re ar more t han 33 plants operating in 
Miniowiac, then the industry would hav gr eater savings by 
moving to a oore optimum configuration than t~e model indi-
cates . 
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Only one truck aizc wac assumod for all plant sizoa and 
it operated under n conntant average cost por mile of 40 . 9 
conta . Different truck sizes anc costs could be assumed 
to allow for varying conditions of assembly to ascertain 
its o!tect on the optimum solution. Different densities 
of turkey production could assumed to determ1ne the effect 
on the optimum solution . Th amow1t of ohrink ocourrinq 
under varying conditions ot assembly could be incorporated 
in the cost.a of assembly to determine it• of feet on the 
optimum solution. These are a fev of the questions that 
can be explored with further research in tho field. 
This study found the optimum n~er of plants tor 
Miniowisc and the associated total coots of assembly an.d 
processing under the aaauo.,tion th At cornpeti tion between 
the processing planta does not exist. In roality competi-
tion botveon the plants does exist and tonds to make total 
costs h igher than they would be if competition didn 't exist. 
If tho costs of oompotition were incorporAted into the 
•olution of the model, it would tend to make the number of 
plants in the optimum solution smaller. 
One of tho consequences of the asoumption of no compe-
tition between procesainq plants is that all the turkeys in 
a particular supply node will 90 to the plant in the solution 
for which transportation costs are the smallest . This conse-
quence of the no comp tition asswnption is accentuated in the 
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33 existing plant solution of this study where the laat four 
plants to come in the solution have zero assembly coats be-
cause other plants overshadow them. As an example Heet-
field and Endeavor in Wisconsin are about 13 miles apart . 
Westfield ia evidently more favorably located in relation 
to the surrounding supply nodes than is Endeavor which means 
Westfield takes all the nearby turkeys leaving none for 
Endeavor. ~hen Endeavor is finally foroed into the solution 
aa the thirty-third and final plant to enter, there are no 
turkeys for it to p11ocess. In reality plants close to each 
other compete for the surrounding turkeys with a certain 
percentage goin9 to each plant. Not all the turkeys in 
most supply nodea go to one plant, as evidonced by Petersen 
(10, p. 49) where 84 out of tho 99 oountiea in Iowa had 
more than one processing plant procurrin9 turkeys in that 
county. The supply nodes could be defined on a smaller 
spatial W\it auch as a township to minimize the amount of 
competition that actually exiata within the supply node. 
Another sourco of cost to the processor• that has not 
been considered in t his study iB the coats of loadinq the 
turkeys at the grower. The coats of loadin9 is a constant 
factor at eaoh supply node related to the number of turkeys 
produced ther • Deletion of this faotor from tho study 
doesn't effect the optimum solution save only front adjusting 
the total assembly and proceaain9 co•t function downward by a 
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constant amount. 
J\nother nimplifyinq asoumption that di torts reality i• 
that of equal costs of eatablishinq and maintaining a plant 
tor all plants re9ardl ea of its size . This impliea 
equal fixed costs for all plants . Under thie nssw::iption 
the optimum solution for the 103 plant configuration is 
found to contain 6 plants of which the smallest processes 
20 . 8 million poun<ls and the largest 89.9 million pounds both 
with the ea.mo fixed costs . But trying to force that wide 
range of output out of the same amount of fixed costa would 
soe:n to put quite a strain on the variable factors . 
In future applications of the model it might be possible 
to define t he individual plant processing cost function in 
aeCJillOnts with e ach s~qmc:nt corresponding to a ranqe of 
output that can be roaliatically handled by a given level 
of fixed investment. The assumption o! constant marginal 
costs would hav n\Ore meaning in this context. 
Although marginal costs would be constant within each 
aegr~ent , they would not necessarily be constant betweon 
segments. This allowa for different technoloqy at different 
levels of output. Thia does not pracluf1e tho assumption of 
unchanging tochnoloqy through the period of the model's 
application. 
The processing cost function would be linear for each 
segment but the total proceasin9 cost function with respect 
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to plant numbers would not necessarily bo linear. Given a 
locational pattern ~and plant nmubera J, the total 
procosoing cost would be the sum of the individual p~ant'• 
processing costs with respect to their output. 
The procedure for solving the model would be sli9htly 
altGrcd. Tho total cost function would have to be found by 
aicultaneously determining the total aeaembly cost and total 
processing cost functions rather than first minimizing the 
aosambly costs with r espoct to plant numbers and the adding 
total processing coats to it to obtain the total cost 
function. There would be l~) total coot points for each 
value of J sinilar to the assembly costs points of Figure 3 
in Chapter IV whero L is the total number of plant mites and 
J is any subset of tl", m. The total cost function minimized 
with reapoct to plant numbers J would then be the envelope 
of the sot of all tota l cost points. The total assembly 
cost function and total processing coet function would be 
determined by the locational pattern given J plants that 
minimized the total eont function. The optimum number, sise 
and location of plants would bo determined from the minimum 
point of the total cost function . 
Under this definition of the model, economies rcsultinq 
from greater uao of technology would have an effect on the 
optimuo solution. In general it should tend to reduce the 
variation in plant size ot the plants in the optimum solution. 
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Another shortcoming in th model used tor this study 
i th assunption that procesning costs are independent of 
location. In vie" o! tho f ct that for this study o.11 tho 
plants in both optirnwn solutions and the solution consisting 
of 13 exi t ng plants ware locfttr.d in smeller citios and 
town , this isssumption waa not too unrealistic in this case . 
Howaver plants 1~ different loc tiona could have different 
costs especially for those in lnrqo cities . Thia short-
coming oan be corrected by n junting th appropriat~ c1j•s 
in tho transf r cost cntrix to co~p nsnto for differences 
in p~occssin9 costs for th . difteorent locations . 
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VII. SO ·!1\RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objec tive of this study was to find the optimum 
nwnber, size and location of turkey processing plants in the 
three states of Minnesota , Iowa and Wisconsin which wer e 
dubbed Miniowisc. 
Tho production of turkeys in Miniowisc was assumed to be 
given and the Census of ~griculturo (24) was used to determine 
the 1964 production by county . Only counties with greater 
than 50 , 000 head were considered ae origins or supply nodes. 
A homogeneously distributed set of 184 deatinations or plant 
sites were selected in Miniowisc. 
A grid was placad on the map of Miniowisc and the coordi -
nates of all supply nodes and plant aites recorded. A program 
wns written for the IBM 360/60 oomputer to calculate a 
mileage matrix for distances between all plant aitos and 
supply nodes . From this a transfer cost matrix was developed 
using a unit assembly cost of 40 . 9 conta per mile where a 
anit was defined as one 30,000 pound truckload. 
The processing costs for a single plant were estimated by 
least squares reqresaion from data obtained by adjusting the 
processing cost data presented by Rogers and Rinear (14) . 
Opti mum solutions were obtained for two sets of plant 
sites-- the complete set ot 184 , and a 33 element subset Qf 
these representing the existing processing plants in Min~owisc . 
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The opti.DW!l number of plant• in both solutions were aix but 
the locations and aisea for the optimum six were different 
between the two solutiona. There was a correspondence 
between the locations of the plants in the two optimum solu-
tion• with three located in ~innesota, two in Iowa and one 
in Wisconsin. 'l'her 
the aix plants fro 
was a lar9e variation in the sizes of 
tho •et of 184 sites while the six from 
the 33 existing sitea were more uniform in siae. 
The turkey industry of Miniowisc could eave $3,123,523 
or .eo cent• per pound according t.o the analyaie if it 
changed from the existing 33 plant configuration to a subset 
of 6 of these 33. If they choose to relocate these six more 
optimally they could ~ave another $70,209 or .017 cents per 
pound by qoin9 to the optimum solution for the 184 eite 
configuration. The total poasibl savinqs for the turkey 
industry of Miniowisc ia $3,193,732 according to thi• study. 
It is recognised that induatriea do not chan~e in one 
quick step but gradually over a period of time. It appears 
however that the indu•try could reap •ano short run qains by 
eliminating eome of their marginal poorly located plants. 
An examination of the solution for the 33 existing sites 
reveals that four ot them are completely over shadowed by 
the other plants which means they enter the solution but 
bavo nothing to process. 
In the long-run however the industry can make the qreateat 
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savings by strivinq for the optimum solution of the 184 site 
configuration. It must be roalised that this is a static 
equilibrium aolution dependent on the level of technology. 
Given the level of technology and the assumption• of the 
model, the optimum solution is the beat t hat can be attained. 
However as technology advances and adjustments toward the 
optimum are maae, possibly a better solution can be attained 
than the one previously calculated. 
The results ot this study should be helpful to industry 
leaders in pointing out where savings can be realized for 
the industry as a whole. To the individual plant owner• 
it indicates the path of adjustment needed in order to re-
main competitive if the industry as a whole moves toward 
the optimal situation. For society as a whole the optimum 
solution can be used as a basis for comparison to judge the 
efficiency or lack of efficiency in the existing structure 
of the industry. 
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X. APPENDIX A 
Thio appondix contains throe tabloa. The first one is 
Table 18 which contains tne 194 plant sites of Miniowiac. 
The•• plan~s sites form a nearly homcxjeneou• distribution 
of sites across the supply nodes of Miniowiso. Table 19 is 
a subset of ~able 18. Table 19 is a list of the 33 existing 
plant s1tea of the industry. Table 20 i• a list of the 
116 supply nodes of Hlniovinc . ~ supply node is a county 
with 9reator than 50 1 000 head of turkeys produced in 1964. 
All tlsree tables have thoir entries liatod by states . 
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Table 18 . The 184 plant sites of Miniowiso by states 
tow a -
Algona 
Ames 
Atlantic 
Boone 
Burlington 
Calmar 
Carroll 
Cedar Rapids 
Centervill 
Chariton 
Charles City 
Cherokee 
Clinton 
Dallas Center 
Davenport 
Decorah 
Dubuque 
Ea9le Grove 
Ellsworth 
Eaterville 
Fairfield 
Forest City 
Pt. Dodge 
Pt. Madison 
Grinnell 
Ida Grove 
Independence 
Indianola 
Iowa City 
Iowa Falls 
Kalona 
Keokuk 
Minnesota 
Aitkin 
Albert Lea 
Alexandria 
Altura 
Anoka 
ha tin 
Xnoxville 
Laur on a 
Le r 
Maquoketa 
Marsh lltown 
Mason City 
Ht. Pleasant 
Muscatine 
Newton 
Oelwein 
Osage 
Oaceola 
Oskaloosa 
Ottumwa 
Pella 
Perry 
Postville 
Sibley 
Sioux City 
Spencer 
Spirit Lake 
Storm Lake 
sac City 
Sheffield 
Sabula 
Vinton 
\fashington 
Waterloo 
Waverly 
Webster City 
W st Liberty 
D~..r.iidji 
Benson 
Blue Earth 
Brainerd 
Buffalo 
Butterf iel~ 
Table 18 (Continued) 
Minnesota 
Caledonia 
Cambridge 
Cloquet 
Crookston 
Detroit Lakes 
Dilworth 
Duluth 
Parimount 
Faribault 
Furqus Falla 
Forest Lake 
Frazee 
Grand Rapids 
Butinqs 
Bibbing 
Hopkins 
Hutchinson 
Litchfield 
Little Palls 
Laverne 
Madelia 
Mahno1t1en 
Mankato 
Marshall 
>'.el rose 
Minneapolis 
Montevideo 
Mora 
Morris 
ound 
New Ulm 
Northfield 
99 
Owatona 
Pork Rapids 
Pelican Rapids 
Pipestone 
Ped Winq 
Redwood Falls 
Rochester 
Rusford 
Sans tone 
Sauk Center 
St. Charles 
St. Cloud 
St. Jam s 
St. Paul 
St. Peter 
Shak,apae 
Slayton 
Sloapy Eye 
south st. Paul 
Spring Valley 
Stillwater 
Thief River Falls 
Wadena 
Walker 
Waseca 
Waterville 
Wells 
Willmar 
Arren 
ffindom 
Winowa 
Worthington 
Table 19 The 33 AXistlna n1anL.1U+••-~ uL-d"""'~ 
Table 18 (Continu d) 
Wisconain 
Aroadi:a 
Augusta 
Baraboo 
Darron 
Beloit 
Black River Falla 
Blair 
Chetek 
Chippewa Falls 
Clintonville 
Croix Palls 
Eau Clairo 
Eleva 
Endeavor 
Ft. Atkinson 
Gron ta berg 
Janesville 
Jef terson 
Johnson Cr elt 
La Crosse 
Ladyemith 
Madis on 
Marshfie ld 
Medd5ord 
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Menomonen 
err ill 
Monro a 
Phillips 
Plnttville 
Prarducon 
Rice Lake 
Richland City 
Shawano 
Sparta 
Spooner 
Stevens Point 
Strough ton 
Thorp 
Tomah 
Viroqua 
Waus au 
Westtield 
White lfater 
Wilton 
Wi s consin Rap ids 
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Table l~. The 33 existing plant aitea of Miniowisc by 
states 
Iowa 
Burlington 
Calaar 
Carroll 
Davenport 
Decorah 
Eagle Grove 
Ellsworth 
Jl:alona 
Minnesota 
Aitkin 
Albert Lea 
Altura 
Butterfield 
Detroit Lo.kes 
Faribault 
Frazee 
Wisconsin 
Barron 
Chilton 
Endeavor 
Jackson Creek 
Westfield 
Wilton 
~eokuk 
Pootville 
Sioux City 
Storm Lake 
Vinton 
Wost Liberty 
Litchfield 
,.,arshall 
~el rose 
Pelicon Rapida 
Thief River Falls 
Willmar 
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Table 20. The 116 supply node11 of Mi1\iO't1isc b+tates 
Iowa -
Allamakee 
Dlaok eawk 
Boone 
Bramer 
Buchanan 
Buent! Vista 
Butler 
Calhoun 
Carroll 
Cerro Gordo 
Cherokee 
Chickasaw 
Clark 
Floytl 
Franklin 
Greeno 
Grundy 
llamilton 
Hancock 
llardin 
Henry 
Ida 
Iowa 
Johnson 
Reokuk 
Kossuth 
Linn 
Louisa 
Lucas 
Mahaska 
Mitchell 
O'Brien 
Plymouth 
Pocahontas 
Story 
Warren 
\'lash inqton 
Wayne 
Webster 
Winneshiek 
oodbury 
Worth 
Wright 
Van Buren 
l- innesota - -
Mtkin 
~Oka 
c er 
Eluo Earth 
Ur own 
Carlton 
Oirver 
Ctss 
CHppcwa 
Chisago 
Cl•y 
Cler Water 
Cottonwood 
Cro" Winq 
Da.'tota 
Dodge 
Douglas 
Faribault 
P'illl'lore 
noodlue 
Henrepin 
Houston 
Table 20 (Continued) 
Minnesota 
Isanti 
I ta sen 
Kandiyohi 
Lac Qui Porlo 
Marshall 
Martin 
Meeker 
Morrison 
Mower 
Nicollet 
Bob lea 
Olmsted 
Otter Tail 
Pennington 
Pine 
Pipostone 
Pope 
Renville 
Rice 
Rock 
Roseau 
Sherburne 
Stearn• 
Steele 
Swift 
Todd 
Wadena 
Waehin9ton 
Watonwan 
Winona 
3 
Wisconsin 
Adams 
Darron 
Buf talo 
Chippewa 
Clark 
Dunn 
Eau Claire 
Cr ant 
Jackson 
Jefferson 
La Crosse 
Marathon 
Monroe 
Polk 
Price 
nichllllld 
Rusk 
St. Croix 
Taylor 
':'reropealcau 
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XI. APPENDIX B 
This appendix contains the computer progrruns that lead 
t~ the calcu1ations of the mileage matrix, tho iterative 
solutions , and the combinations solutions. All three 
pro9rams were written by Wendell Primus and myself for the 
IBM 360/60 . 
The mileage matrix is the result of a technique for 
which I kno~ of no precedent. The technique which is 
explained in detail in Chapter V is similar to the distance 
f o rmula utilized in plane geometry for the calculation of 
distance between two points P1 and P2 on a plane. The 
straight-line distance between P1 and P2 ia: 
d .. I ·- 2 '2 <x1-x2> + (y1-Y2> 
where x1 and a 2 are the X coordinates of P1 and P2 respective-
ly and y 1 and y 2 are the Y coordinates of P1 and P2 
respectively . 
The techniue u9ed in this study does not calculate 
tho straight-line distance between any two points, but the 
right angle distance as measured along the X and the Y axes. 
The absolute X ~istanc:e and the absolute Y distance between 
any two points are summed to obtain the right angle distances . 
The first step in the application of the technique in 
thie study was to fit together a map of Minio~isc and place a 
transparent grid over it . rrhen points were plotted and the 
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coordinates of each point rocorded. The point5 wero tho 
116 aunply node• and the 184 plant ait s. The C01'1putor 
pro9r~M in Flqure 13 was written in order to program tho 
conputer to calculate t he right angle distance between 
every supply node and ~vary procoaainq plant. 
The symbols XS!~ and XPF designate the X coordinates 
of the aupply nodes and plant aites r espectivoly and YS and 
YPP deaiqnntee the Y coordinates of tho supply nod o and 
~lant sites reapectively. The aymbols I N and IPP dooignatft 
t~10 arrays containing the names of tho supply nodes a nd 
the plar1t sites r e spective ly. The parameter CONP is t ho 
conversion factor from ri9ht anyle ap diatL~co to road milo 
c.li5tance. 
After the calculati on of t he mileage matrix is completed, 
t he paractcter COST is utilized to transform th miloa9e matrix 
to a trnn fer cost matrix where COST roprenonta t ho avorago 
cost por Dile for transporting a material. Tho COST figure 
is doubled if one wants to account tor th~ round trip di s tance. 
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Table 21. A computer proqram for calculating a mileage 
and transfer coat matrices 
DIMENSION XSN(ll6),YSN(ll6),XPP(l8•) ,YPR (l84),DIST(ll6,184) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ISH(ll6),IPP(l9•) 
BEAD(l,l)N,M,CONF,COST 
l !'ORMAT(2X3 1 2F6.4) 
READ(l,2) (XSN(I),l•l,N) 
REAO(l,2)YSN(I),I•l,N) 
READ (1 1 2) txPP (I) ,I•l,M) 
READ(l,2)(YPP(I),I•l,M) 
RXAD(l,2) (ISN(I),I•l,N) 
tu:AD(l,3) (:IPP(I) 1 1•1,M) 
IPOINT•O 
2 FOJU!f.AT (13F6 • 4) 
3 FORKA'l'(lOAS) 
DO t I•l,tt 
DO 4 J•l,H 
DIST(I,J)•ABS(XSN(I)-XPP(J)) 
DIST(I,J)•DIST(I,J)+ADS(YSN(I)-YPP(J)) 
4 OIST(I,J)•DIST(I,J)*CONF 
16 lt•l 
ltlt•l2 
12 I!'(lClt-N)5 1 S,6 
6 KK•N 
5 WRITE(l,7) (ISN(L),L-K,XJt) 
7 PORMAT(1Dl,10X,12(2X,AB)) 
C DO 8 J•l,M 
8 WRITE(3,9)IPP(J),(DIST(L,J),l..•lt,!K) 
9 PORMAT(lB ,2X,AB,l2Fl0.2) 
IF (~-N)lO,ll,ll 
10 JC•ltK+l 
KX•KK+l2 
GO TO 12 
11 IF (IPOINT)l00,14,100 
14 IPOIHT•l 
00 15 I•l,N 
r - DO 15 J•l 1M 
'-15 DIST(I,J)•DIST(I,J)*COST 
GO TO 16 
100 STOP 
ENO 
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The co~binations approach is a.n optimizinq procedure 
in tho aonso that ita total cost function is the lowor bound 
of all total cost functions for a particular problem. The 
conabinations approach is d.iacussed in gr'!ater detail at the 
bo9inning of Chapter VI. 
The first few statements of t he proqram for solving 
the combinations approach as preaonted in Figure 14 involves 
ca lculating tho transfer cost matrix. Calculating t he 
transfer cost matrix t akes only a small amount of comput e r 
time on each run and i t waa preferred to readinq in t he 
transfe r cost mat rix . A small subroutine is utili~ed to 
calculate the processing coats for each plant in the solution 
and also t he total procoeainq costs with respect to th n \l!J'1>Gr 
of plantu in the solution. Tho followinq definition of 
symbols will better expl in t ho proqranu 
~SC • an individual plant ' o asseMbly costs 
PCC • an individual plant'• procoasing costs 
SASCT • total aesechly coats for all plants beinq considered 
for tbe solution 
TPC • total proceseinq oosts for all plants being con-
sidered for 'e solution 
TTC • total costs which is the auro of t ho total asoe~bly 
costs and t ho total prooeasing costs for all 
plants ho ing considered for the solution 
XLBS •the total pounds of turkey 1at any particular s upply 
nodo in live weight 
V • the total pounds ot turkey in ,.1iniowisc i n live 
weight 
KJ • the nUI!lhar of plants in the group for which t hP 
solution i s hoinq found . KJ corresponds t o J as 
def incd in Chapter IV 
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Tho iterative mothod for solvin~ the problem is similar 
to tho combinations ~sthorl except for on~ additional con-
atraint. Once a plant coraes into tho solution it stays in. 
For this reason th., iterativG method produces a suboptioum 
solution as discussed in Chapter VI. flO\.Jever it• relatively 
choap cost of application makes it a valuable tool for solvin9 
the Stollstoi~cr model . Warrack applied th~ iterative method 
with &uccess to his problem. Alth~ugh tho basic iterative 
method o.s developed by Warrack "1as used in this study, the 
program for t ho conputer was rovritten to increase ito 
off1ci~ney . Figure 15 presents the computer program uned 
in t h i s s tudy to solve the problem by th~ iterative method. 
Many of the syribols are the same and have same meanin9 in 
tho progr~ for th iterntiv~ method as in the progro~ for 
the combinations methcc'\ . Uovever, KJ is not c!efin4td in 
the iterative progra~ while IS is an array containing the 
plants a lready in the s~lution. 
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XII . APPENDIX C 
It was originally intended that Appendix C would 
contain the mileage matrix representing road miles diatancea 
between the supply nodes and plant aitea of Miniowiac. How-
ever due to its great •ize the aileagc matrix was deleted 
from this thesis. The matrix contains 21,344 element• and 
would have added more than 80 paqea to the thesis. 
For anyone who ie interested, a copy of tho mil eaqe 
matrix has been left withs 
or. George w. Ladd 
Professor of Agricultural Economics 
Iowa State university 
lu?les, Iowa 50010 
